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 “That’s right! I’m ordering you!” 

Although ao lengqiu was rude and unreasonable, he was not stupid. If he wanted Chen Xiaobei to be 

obedient, he had to give him some benefits.”After this is done, not only will I not pursue the crime of 

barging into Holy Dragon City, but I will also give you a generous reward!” 

It was obvious that ao lengqiu was the number one genius of the Holy Dragon City, the female war god, 

and was renowned throughout the world. 

He was already used to this kind of condescending attitude. 

In her eyes, Chen Xiaobei was just a four star true Saint with a Saint Royal weapon. He could not do 

anything in the Holy Dragon City. 

So, she ordered Chen Xiaobei! Chen Xiaobei! They even threatened Chen Xiaobei with trespassing the 

Holy Dragon City! 

However, she had underestimated Chen Xiaobei. 

“I only saved your life because you’re from the dragon clan! Do you think I care about your reward?” 

“As for the crime of barging into Holy Dragon City, as long as I kill you now, no one will know!” To put it 

bluntly, your life is in my hands. I really don’t know where you got the courage to order me around.” 

 this …  ao lengqiu sucked in a breath of cold air, his heart tightening. 

She was used to being high and mighty, always giving orders to others. She did not think much of it just 

now and directly ordered Chen Xiaobei. 

She did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be completely different from the people she usually met. He was not 

afraid of Holy Dragon City at all, and he did not even care about her reward. 

This was a kick that had landed on an iron plate, and she, ao lengqiu, immediately began to feel guilty. 

If Chen Xiaobei really wanted to kill her, she would be dead meat. 

 I … I was wrong … I shouldn’t have ordered you …  

The more ao lengqiu thought about it, the more afraid he became, and he hurriedly admitted defeat. 

Although this woman was rude and unreasonable, she was extremely afraid of death. She had already 

begged for mercy from the venomous spirit. 

At that moment, she was afraid that she would die in Chen Xiaobei’s hands, so she did not dare to 

continue being tough. 

“It’s too late to admit your mistake now!” 

 I won’t kill you!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” but I won’t save you for nothing!  
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 what … What do you mean?!  Ao lengqiu gulped down his saliva. His heart was frozen with panic, and 

he was extremely nervous. 

“I saved your life, so I want you to give me something in exchange!” Chen Xiaobei gave zu long a look. 

The ancestral Dragon immediately began to look around, and finally, his eyes fell on the jade pendant 

that was thrown away by the venomous spirit. 

“The ancestor’s summon? What’s that?” Ao lengqiu’s face was filled with confusion. 

The brutal poison spirit was also puzzled. 

The two of them had touched this jade pendant before, but they did not feel anything unusual about it. 

“Take out the primordial violet vapor!” Chen Xiaobei ordered. 

 I … I can’t …  zu long shook his head helplessly. 

“Forget it, then I’ll keep it first and talk about it later!” Chen Xiaobei kept the Jade into his infinite space 

ring. 

“That’s my mother’s jade pendant!” Ao lengqiu hurriedly said. 

“It’s mine now! Do you have any objections?” Chen Xiaobei focused his gaze and released his aura. 

 I …  ao lengqiu’s eyes narrowed, and his lips trembled slightly.”No… No objections …” 

“By the way, who is your mother?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

After all, the jade pendant was related to the ten strands of primordial violet vapor of the Saint pan clan. 

Furthermore, it was the sacred Dragon city’s most precious treasure. 

To think that such an important thing was actually left behind by ao lengqiu’s mother! 

From this, it could be seen that her mother’s identity was absolutely extraordinary. She might even be 

closely related to the Saint pan clan. 

 my mother is … The number one expert on the yuan Sage upper province’s sky ranking, Emperor Jade 

Dragon, su mi!  Ao lengqiu said in a serious tone. 

“Su mi?” Chen Xiaobei and zu long were both shocked. 

Who would have thought that ao lengqiu would actually have such a powerful mother? 

It was no wonder that ao lengqiu had tried to bring up his mother to save him when he was on the verge 

of dying at the hands of the venomous spirit. 

However, at this moment, the expression of the poison spirit leader was extremely calm. There was 

even a hint of disdain in his eyes and he was not afraid of su MI’s reputation at all. 

“Where is your mother now?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 I … I don’t know … Mother went missing a long time ago …  ao lengqiu’s brows were tightly furrowed, 

and he lowered his head slightly. 



 

 I see …  Chen Xiaobei finally understood. 

Why was the leader of the poison spirits not afraid of su mi at all? How could the Dragon slaying City Act 

so arrogantly over the Holy Dragon City? 

If su mi was still around, the situation would definitely be completely reversed! 

 su mi isn’t here. You can’t give me the answer I want to know …  Chen Xiaobei sighed. 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei wanted to ask su mi about the secret of the jade pendant. 

This secret was something that ao lengqiu definitely did not know. Otherwise, with her personality, the 

primordial violet vapor in the jade pendant would have long been taken away by her. 

“Give me the jade pendant in exchange for me saving your life!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes focused on the White Dragon’s Roar armor set.  “I’ll take this set of armor in 

exchange for the antidote!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei threw the antidote that the leader of the venomous spirits had given him in 

front of ao lengqiu. 

“Whoosh …” 

With a wave of his hand, Chen Xiaobei kept the entire set of White Dragon roar battle armor into his 

bag, not caring if ao lengqiu agreed to it or not. 

Of course, she didn’t dare to disagree. 

“Whoosh …” 

With an expression of extreme reluctance to part with the ninth-tier battle armor, ao lengqiu severed 

his spiritual connection with the White Dragon roar battle armor. 

As a result, the set of battle armor became ownerless. 

“Alright, now, we’re even! You’re on your own now!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at ao lengqiu one last time and said indifferently. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei brought zu long and the leader of the venomous spirits back to where they 

came from and met up with fan he. 

“Young master …” 

The brutal poison spirit leader asked submissively, ” “I … Can I get lost now?” 

He knew very well that his life was in Chen Xiaobei’s hands. He could only leave if Chen Xiaobei told him 

to. 

“What’s the hurry?” 

 I’m very interested in your special ability and poison! Tell me more about it!  Chen Xiaobei said. 



 

The brutal poison spirit leader was stunned and said awkwardly, ”  our race’s special ability is called 

Savage decay. Together with the corrosive liquid secreted by our bloodline, we can corrode the body of 

a person no higher than 3-tier cultivation level, or even magical treasures of the same level …  

“No more than three major realms?”  you’re a pinnacle true Saint! That means that ao lengqiu’s 

cultivation is below three star Holy King!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Yes, I am!” 

“Ao lengqiu’s cultivation base is at the peak of two stars Saint King realm!” The poison spirit leader said. 

 just now, I saw that before you guys tried to assassinate ao lengqiu, you specifically made him remove 

his White Dragon roar battle armor!  

Chen Xiaobei asked, ”  could it be that the grade of this battle armor is above the three star Saint King 

grade? “ 
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“Yes, I am!” 

 of course!  the leader of the venomous spirit barbarian said with certainty.  the grade of the White 

dragoncry battle armor has reached the level of an early three stars Saint King. Its defensive power is 

extremely strong. If it wasn’t for the fact that I transformed into a servant and tricked ao lengqiu into 

taking it off, we wouldn’t have been able to get it at all!  

“Holy Dragon City really values ao lengqiu!”  what?!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” I can’t believe she used such a 

precious treasure for self-defense!  

 yes …  the evil brutal poison spirit said, ”  ao lengqiu’s talent is extremely high. The Holy Dragon City is 

practically nurturing her like a second su mi. Naturally, they have to protect her well!  

 what a pity … This armor is for women. Otherwise, I could use it for myself …  Chen Xiaobei said 

helplessly. 

“No, no, no!” 

“This White Dragon roar battle armor can automatically adapt to its owner’s body shape, fitting 

perfectly like skin!” The savage poisonous spirit hurriedly explained. There’s no gender or race!” 

“Really?” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and took out the White Dragon battle armor. 

“Shua shua shua …” 

After establishing the spiritual connection, the White Dragon Armor recognized Chen Xiaobei as its 

master. Like Iron Man, Chen Xiaobei quickly put it on. 

As expected, the size and shape of the armor would change according to Chen Xiaobei’s body size. 
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In the blink of an eye, it was worn perfectly on Chen Xiaobei’s body. It was like a second layer of skin, 

tightly wrapped around him. He did not feel uncomfortable at all. He could not even feel the weight. 

“It’s indeed amazing!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said excitedly, ”  the armor’s form can change on its own. Even if I 

use the nine ancestral Sage transformations and transform my body into a Dragon witch, I can still be 

covered by the armor perfectly!  

“In fact, if I can transform into a true dragon, this armor can still change its form and cover my entire 

body!” 

Regardless of gender or race! 

Any change! 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. 

After sneaking in, not only did he get the jade pendant that contained the primordial violet Qi, but he 

also got such a magical armor! 

It felt so good! 

 bro bei … This armor is good, but it’s of such a high level. You won’t be able to activate it without 

enough energy …  ancestral Dragon frowned and said. 

Indeed, the grade of this White Dragon roar battle armor had reached the three star Saint King grade! 

“You don’t have to worry about this! Ao lengqiu has already prepared it for me!” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  ao lengqiu’s cultivation level is not enough to activate the White 

Dragon roar armor. So, there must be some energy left in the armor! Only at critical moments can she 

save her life!” 

“Whoosh …” 

As expected, Chen Xiaobei could feel a huge amount of energy. 

“Hahaha! I was right!” 

 Oh!  Chen Xiaobei said excitedly, ” there’s still energy in the White Dragon battle armor that can 

activate its power once!  

The moment he said that, zu long and fan he’s faces were filled with shock. 

Even though it could only be used once, the energy was actually very, very large. 

One had to know that a three star Saint King level Saint vein was probably equivalent to hundreds of 

millions of two star Saint King level Saint veins, or a trillion one star Saint King level Saint veins. 

If this energy was used separately, Chen Xiaobei could activate a one-star Holy King weapon almost 

infinitely! 

In the short term, he would no longer have to worry about energy! 



 

He could even integrate a large number of cities, spaces, and people into the beixuan great world! 

A conservative estimate would be that it could increase the current scale of the world by more than ten 

thousand times! 

Without a doubt, this was a huge gain for Chen Xiaobei! 

Of course, back to the topic! 

This amount of energy must not be used separately! 

Chen Xiaobei was surrounded by powerful enemies, and he was in grave danger! 

There were already three great enemies nearby, let alone the ones far away! 

The first party was xuanyong Feiyan and the Tianyuan clan! 

Tianyuan city was the core main city of the yuan Sage upper region, and the Tianyuan clan was the most 

powerful force! The level of danger behind this was already self-evident! 

The second party was the Holy King of the southern region, who had come for the bounty! 

Before Chen Xiaobei left Tianyuan city, there were already more than 30 Holy Kings gathered! After this, 

there would probably be more people coming! 

And the third party was the Holy Dragon City, which had just made an enemy! 

Chen Xiaobei took su MI’s jade pendant and the White Dragon battle armor! These two were the Holy 

Dragon city’s clan protection treasures! There was no way they would let Chen Xiaobei go! 

Chen Xiaobei did not dare to separate the energy within the White Dragon roar armor. 

This was Chen Xiaobei’s only life-saving card! 

 by the way, what is ao lengqiu’s approximate standard among the younger generation of the yuan Sage 

upper province? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei did not know much about the overall strength of the yuan Sage upper realm. He 

needed to make further judgments to determine the strength of the enemy! 

“Ao lengqiu’s cultivation is at the pinnacle of the two-star true sage realm. He is ranked seventh on the 

‘Yuan Sage little heaven ranking’!” The leader of the venomous spirits said. 

“Only seventh?” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ”  it seems like the overall strength of the upper Yuan Sage 

region is much stronger than that of the southern region …  

Xuanyong Feiyan, who was ranked fourth on the ‘southern region minor heaven ranking’, was only a 

late-stage two-star sacred king. If he were placed in the upper Yuan Sage region, he would not even be 

in the top ten. 

From a small point of view, the strength of Tian Yuan city was far stronger than that of the nine mystical 

city! The Holy Dragon City would also be stronger than Hong Tian city! 



 

The danger that Chen Xiaobei would face here was far greater than the southern region! 

 luckily, su mi is missing … If she came after me, I would be dead …  Chen Xiaobei sighed. 

In the southern region, the number one on the heaven roll was Xuan Yongyu of the nine mystical city! 

If su mi was still around, her strength would definitely far surpass Xuan Yongyu! 

It was terrifying! 

 bro bei, the situation is out of our control. Let’s finish this quickly, ” zu long said.  find the origin Phoenix 

and the origin Qilin as soon as possible and immediately head to the yuan Sage upper realm!  

“Mm! That’s for sure!” Chen Xiaobei kept the ancestral dragon back into the Meru space and summoned 

Yuan Feng. 

After roughly explaining the situation. 

Yuan Feng didn’t waste a second. She immediately sensed the direction and started to hurry. 

Among the crowd, fan he’s cultivation was the highest and his speed was the fastest. He cooperated 

with Yuan Feng. Yuan Feng pointed the way, and he hurried on. 

Chen Xiaobei could finally take a break. He brought the poison spirit leader into the Meru space. 

“Young master … When will you let me go?” 

The leader of the venomous spirit replied, ” “I don’t mean to offend you, but I have to remind you! Let 

me go as soon as possible, it’ll be good for you!” 

“Oh? “What’s the benefit?” Chen Xiaobei asked curiously. 
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“The benefit is that you can guarantee your own safety!” 

 we’re the assassins of the defiant Moon Palace, ” the poison spirit said.  we have a special tracking rune 

on our bodies. We have three days to complete the task. If we can’t complete the task within three 

days, the next wave of assassins will follow the location and come after us!  

 this …  Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed and he immediately became alert. 

After all, the Holy corpse Emperor had also injected a soul tracking talisman into Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei’s essence was not destroyed, the Holy corpse Emperor would know where he 

was. If necessary, the Holy corpse Emperor could even step into the void and appear in front of Chen 

Xiaobei! 

In the same way, if what the leader of the venomous spirits said was true, the next wave of assassins 

from the reverse Moon Palace could also accurately find his position. They could even directly step into 

the void and cross trillions of miles to come here. 
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By then, Chen Xiaobei would be in grave danger. 

Therefore, the leader of the venomous spirits was warning Chen Xiaobei and threatening him at the 

same time. If he did not release him soon, he would be in deep trouble. 

“Something’s wrong! There’s a loophole in your statement!” 

 what do you mean? ” Chen Xiaobei said, ” according to what you said, you just need to contact the 

palace and tell them that you have failed. Then, they can go straight to ao lengqiu.  Why did I have to 

come to you?” 

“Young master, you don’t know …” 

“The killers of the reverse Moon Palace are both killers and death Warriors!” The poison spirit leader 

said. If they couldn’t complete the task, they had to die! He would either die at the hands of the 

assassination target or at the hands of his own people!” 

 in other words, three days later, the inner circle of the waning moon Palace will assume that I’ve failed 

my mission. The next wave of assassins will find me first, and only after they’ve gotten rid of me will 

they continue to assassinate ao lengqiu!  

“The reverse Moon Palace is so cruel to their own people?” Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

“That’s right! One had to know that the reverse Moon Palace was the strongest assassin organization in 

the yuan Sage upper realm! The higher-ups are extremely strict with their assassins!” 

“The higher-ups of the defiant Moon Palace believe that only by threatening them with death will the 

killers do their best to carry out the mission!” The leader of the venomous spirit sighed. On the other 

hand, if you try your best and still fail, then you’ll be a useless person who deserves to die and is 

destined to be purged!” 

“There’s a bigger loophole in your words!” 

 you’re right!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” since the palace can not tolerate losers, then even if I let you go, 

you’ll still die!  

“No, no, no…” 

 as long as you let me go, I can return to the poison spirit field, ” the poison spirit said hurriedly.  it’s an 

independent world of spirits. The tracing runes of the reverse Moon Palace will lose their spiritual 

nature and won’t be able to find me!  

 I see …  Chen Xiaobei observed the venomous spirit leader for a moment. It did not look like it was lying. 

If he also entered a Sacred Spirit world, would the Holy corpse Emperor’s tracking be cut off? 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was just thinking about it. 

Chen Xiaobei did not need to hide from the Holy corpse Emperor. 

After all, the old man’s ultimate goal was to get Chen Xiaobei to participate in the southern region 

martial arts competition. 



 

Therefore, the Holy corpse Emperor would not hurt Chen Xiaobei until the end of the martial arts 

competition, so there was no need to cut off his tracking. 

“Young master … Please do us a favor …” 

The poison spirit leader knelt on the ground and said, ” “There is no enmity between us, but you killed 

three of my companions! Besides, I’ve given you the antidote and answered all your questions … For the 

sake of all these, please be magnanimous and let me live …” 

Indeed, the leader of the venomous spirits did not offend Chen Xiaobei. In fact, he was cooperating with 

him. 

The antidote had helped Chen Xiaobei exchange for the White Dragon battle armor. This was a huge 

contribution. 

There was no reason for Chen Xiaobei to kill the leader of the venomous spirit. 

“Fine, I can let you go, as long as you answer my last question!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Please speak! Please speak! I’ll definitely tell you everything I know!” The leader of the poison spirits 

was extremely excited. 

“Tell me, how can I enter the divine Spirit world?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 this …  the leader of the venomous spirits was stunned and didn’t answer for a long time. 

“What’s wrong? You just said that you’ll tell me everything you know, and now you’re going to regret 

it?” Chen said coldly. 

 no, no, no… I don’t dare to go back on my word …  the leader of the brutal poison spirits said in 

embarrassment, ”  however, the sacred Spirit world doesn’t allow outsiders to enter. Once you enter, 

you’ll be regarded as The Public Enemy, and everyone will hunt you down at all costs!  

 it’s fine. Tell me the method first. Whether I enter or not, I’ll decide for myself!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“O-okay …” 

The brutal poison spirit leader nodded and took out a dark green talisman.  this is the ruins of end Saint 

talisman that leads to the poison spirit domain in the Saint spirit world. Once activated, you can directly 

enter the poison spirit domain!  

“Alright, give it to me!” Chen Xiaobei took the talisman and said, ” “I’ll let you go now! One last 

question, what’s your name? If I go to the poison spirit region in the future, I might go back and find 

you!” 

 I … I’m man Zeng …  the poison spirit leader of the Barbarian tribe said embarrassedly. 

“Alright, I’ll remember that!” Chen Xiaobei grinned and sent man Zeng out of the Meru space. 

After that … 

Chen Xiaobei called gumoke over and continued to activate the sunlight cache. 



 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei released a peak true divine energy and began to absorb it to cultivate. 

It would take about three days to reach the place where the Phoenix ancestor had summoned him. 

During this time, Chen Xiaobei could not afford to be idle. He had to focus on his cultivation. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Just like last time, in order to speed up his cultivation, Chen Xiaobei burned the extra pinnacle true 

divine energy to activate the grade 12 Green Lotus of reincarnation’s special ability. 

Unfortunately, Chen Xiaobei only had a few dozen peak true divine class special abilities left. He could 

not break through to the next level in a few hours like last time. So, he could only extend his cultivation 

time. 

Fortunately, the journey this time would take three days, which was enough. 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation: advanced four star true sage. Lifespan: 500 billion years! [ physical body: 9 

hengheng! ] [ combat power: 9 hengheng ] Primordial spirit attack-peak true sage level! 

Three days later, Chen Xiaobei had used up almost all the energy he had to break through to the next 

level. 

After this round of cultivation, he had used up all his energy. 

However, the small increase in his cultivation level had given Chen Xiaobei 500 billion years of life. 

He could use the ancestral Saint to open the chaos and step into the pseudo realm of a one star Saint 

King five times, or he could step into the pseudo realm of a two star Saint King in a few seconds. 

All in all, he had provided Chen Xiaobei with a super life-saving trump card. 

Once he stepped into the pseudo two star Holy King realm, with Chen Xiaobei’s many special abilities, he 

would be invincible against anyone below three star Holy King! 

If he were to encounter a three star Saint King, he still had the White Dragon roar battle armor that 

could block another attack! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei’s life would not be in danger for a short period of time, and he could continue 

with his mission! 

Of course, in the long run, these two trump cards were not safe! 

After all, his lifespan and energy were limited. Two one-time trump cards were not a long-term solution 

at all! 

Therefore, from now on, Chen Xiaobei’s top priority was to continue cultivating and increasing his 

lifespan. At the same time, he had to find a way to find a high-level Holy Meridian to quickly accumulate 

energy! 

“Chi …” 

After leaving the Meru space, Chen Xiaobei was stunned by what he saw. 
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There was an incomparably huge sycamore tree in front of him. 

From Chen Xiaobei’s point of view, the tree was as big as the creation wood. 

The roots that protruded out of the ground were like endless mountain ranges that extended in all 

directions. The huge tree trunk had no end in sight, and its height reached into the clouds. The fiery red 

leaves caused the entire world to be dyed red. It was like a blazing sun that covered a tree, 

incomparably spectacular and extremely vigorous! 

“What … What is this place?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Fan he’s face was also filled with shock and he was speechless for a long time. He had never seen or 

heard of such a scene before. 

“This is an ancient parasol tree!” Yuan Feng said. The Holy Phoenix City is on this tree!” 

 on the tree!?  Fan he was shocked. 

Chen Xiaobei was the one who calmed down. 

In fact, in the early stage of the formation of Pangu world, the Dragon ancestor, the Phoenix ancestor, 

and the Kylin had already had their own duties! 

The ancestral Dragon led the Dragon race, becoming the leader of all the scaled races in the world! 

The Phoenix ancestor led by Yuan Feng was the leader of all the bird clans in the world! 

The origin Qilin led the Qilin race and became the leader of all beast races in the world! 

As the leader of all birds, it was perfectly reasonable for the Phoenix-kind to live on this ancient parasol 

tree. 

“Let’s go up!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 No…  Yuan Feng shook her head.  I can sense that an extremely powerful formation has enveloped the 

entire ancient parasol tree. Without the permission of the inside, no one is allowed to enter …  

 as expected, things don’t always go smoothly …  Chen Xiaobei sighed.   think of a way to negotiate with 

the internal department of Holy Phoenix City. No matter what, we must enter!  

It was obvious that this time, the earth escape immortal Gu was no longer effective when the Holy 

Phoenix City was on the tree. 

Since he couldn’t sneak in quietly, the only way was to negotiate and enter normally. 

 I’ll try to release my spirit …  Yuan Feng composed herself and began to release the spirit of her Phoenix 

clan’s unique bloodline, hoping that the person on the tree could sense it. 

“Hiss! Hiss!” 
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Very quickly, the long screeches of two ferocious birds tore through the silence in the air. 

Following the sound were two fierce and mighty figures. Like dark brown lightning, they swooped down 

from the ancient parasol tree in front of the crowd. 

They were two armored flying warriors with eagle wings. 

“Who are you, Sir?” 

The two eagle-winged warriors looked at Yuan Feng respectfully. Obviously, they had already sensed the 

aura of the real phoenix on Yuan Feng! 

 my name is Yuan Feng. I’ve sensed the summoning of the first ancestor of the Phoenix Clan, so I’ve 

come here to take away the items left behind by the first ancestor!  Yuan Feng was dignified and steady. 

She directly stated her intention and at the same time, showed enough sincerity. 

“The ancestor of the Phoenix Clan?” 

The two eagle-winged warriors were a little surprised, and said, ” “Your Excellency’s words are like 

child’s play! The ancestor had already died of ascendance, how could he be summoned by you? Besides, 

the Phoenix clan’s ancestral teachings didn’t mention anything about the inheritance!” 

“Every word I said is true. As long as you let me go up the ancient parasol tree, I can prove it!” Yuan Feng 

said seriously. 

“I’m sorry!” 

The two eagle-winged warriors looked at each other and shook their heads.   this is a critical period. No 

outsiders are allowed to enter Holy Phoenix City. Please go back!  

“This …” 

Yuan Feng’s expression froze and she was at a loss. 

Chen Xiaobei stepped forward and asked, ” “Can the two of you tell me what happened in Saint Phoenix 

City? I’m willing to do my best to help!” 

Obviously, there was no such thing as a free lunch. 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to take the Phoenix’s relic, he would have to pay the price. 

If Chen Xiaobei could help, he would be able to take the Phoenix’s relic away. 

“You?” 

The two eagle-winged warriors showed a disdainful look.”What can a mere four star true sage do? It’s 

good enough that you don’t cause us any trouble!” 

“Don’t be powerless!” 

When fan he heard this, he immediately retorted in anger, ” my young master’s methods are heaven 

defying! His foundations are unfathomable!  You should feel honored that he is willing to help!” 

After spending some time with Chen Xiaobei, fan he’s opinion of Chen Xiaobei had changed completely. 



 

Chen Xiaobei had turned the tables time and time again, and defeated his enemies time and time again. 

He had shown his amazing talent and Foundation. 

Gradually, fan he had been convinced by Chen Xiaobei. 

The relationship between the two of them had changed from the initial exchange of interests to a 

gradual change. 

Fan he had a blind faith in Chen Xiaobei. As long as Chen Xiaobei wanted to do it, fan he was confident 

that he could do it. 

It could even be said that in fan he’s heart, Chen Xiaobei had already reached a very sacred level. 

Chen Xiaobei did not say anything in the face of the two eagle-winged warriors ‘disdain, but fan he was 

already showing great dissatisfaction, even anger. 

“You … You called him young master?” 

The two Eagle Wing Warriors were stunned and looked at fan he in surprise. 

After all, fan he was a Nine Star true sage. The next step would be a Saint King or Emperor. 

If even fan he had to be so respectful to Chen Xiaobei, it showed that Chen Xiaobei was not an ordinary 

person. 

“Who … Who is this young master?” 

The two Eagle Wing Warriors were not stupid. They immediately reevaluated Chen Xiaobei. 

As expected, they quickly felt a terrifying spiritual pressure from the White Dragon roar armor. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had intentionally restrained the pressure, he could still feel the extraordinary 

shock if he felt it carefully. 

“Cut the crap! Answer my young master’s question immediately! Otherwise, I’ll teach you a lesson!” 

Fan he shouted in anger. 

Although the aura of a nine-star true Saint was not as strong as Chen Xiaobei’s, it was enough to 

intimidate the two eagle-winged warriors. 

“Yes … We’ll talk …” 

The two eagle-winged warriors didn’t dare to delay and quickly said,  seven years ago, the Holy Phoenix 

Emperor entered the ninth Nirvana state, and he has not been reborn yet …  

 without the emperor’s protection, Holy Phoenix City is constantly in danger. Therefore, in such a critical 

time, the higher-ups have decided to use the Saint Phoenix sky burning formation to cover the ancient 

parasol tree. No outsiders are allowed to enter!  

“He started his Nirvana seven years ago?” Hearing this, Yuan Feng immediately frowned and said, ” “Did 

something unexpected happen in between?” 

“Why do you say so?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 



 

“Nirvana is a special ability of our Phoenix-kind! It means that when you reach a major realm that you 

can’t break through, you can choose Nirvana to eliminate the shackles and break through the 

bottleneck!” 

Yuan Feng said,’the advantage of doing this is that after being reborn, I can directly break through the 

major realm and complete the soaring of my strength! However, there’s a huge disadvantage to this!” 

 what disadvantages?!  Chen Xiaobei asked curiously. 

When he asked this question, another person came to mind. 

Liu xuanxin! 
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4155 The best heir! 

In the beixuan realm, Liu xuanxin had already reached the true sage realm and became one of the sages. 

Liu xuanxin’s cultivation might reach a bottleneck soon. 

Since her heart had been replaced by the fire Phoenix’s heart, she had the Phoenix bloodline in her 

body. 

As such, if Liu xuanxin were to encounter a bottleneck in her cultivation, she would have to use her 

Phoenix abilities to enter the state of Nirvana. 

At this moment, Yuan Feng said that there was a big disadvantage to Nirvana rebirth. 

Chen Xiaobei had to be on high alert. 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to see Liu xuanxin suffer the same fate. 

So, Chen Xiaobei immediately asked Yuan Feng about the disadvantages of the Phoenix’s rebirth. 

“Nirvana! Rebirth! The main point is rebirth!” 

Yuan Feng explained,’the so-called’ rebirth ‘is to be reborn after being put to death! If a member of the 

Phoenix Clan wants to use their Nirvana ability, they have to enter a state that is infinitely close to 

death!” 

“In this state, the minds and bodies of the members of the Phoenix tribe will be tested severely! It’s like 

fighting the god of death!” 

“Only by defeating the dead can the Phoenix tribe achieve Nirvana and rebirth! As for those phoenixes 

who can’t defeat death, they can’t be reborn and will die!” 

Chen Xiaobei and fan he were both shocked. 

On the other hand, the two eagle-winged warriors had complicated expressions of sadness and anxiety 

on their faces. 
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Obviously, what Yuan Feng was saying was not just what Chen Xiaobei was worried about, but what the 

entire Holy Phoenix City was worried about! 

If there were no accidents, the sacred Phoenix Emperor might not be able to overcome the test of death 

after entering the Nirvana state. 

Therefore, after seven years, Emperor Holy Phoenix showed no signs of waking up. 

From this, it could be seen that she was really in great danger, and the entire Holy Phoenix City was 

extremely anxious. 

One should know that Emperor Holy Phoenix was the pillar of Holy Phoenix City. Once she died, the 

strength of Holy Phoenix City would plummet like a cliff, and they might even face the crisis of 

extermination. 

Of course, until now, although the Emperor of the Holy Phoenix had not woken up, she had not died of 

ascendance. 

Therefore, on the surface, Holy Phoenix City was still relatively stable. 

 things have been made clear … Please leave …  the two eagle-winged warriors said obsequiously. 

Clearly, they did not believe that Chen Xiaobei could help the Holy Phoenix Emperor with this. 

After all, the enemy that the Emperor of the Holy Phoenix was facing was death! 

External forces could not help her at all! 

“Wait a moment!” 

However, at this moment, Yuan Feng spoke again, ”  according to the customs of the Phoenix Clan, due 

to the high risk of rebirth, every Phoenix will choose an inheritor when they undergo Nirvana. If anything 

happens to the Phoenix, it can still pass down its cultivation!  

The eagle-winged warrior nodded.  you’re right. The three sons of Emperor Holy Phoenix are all waiting 

outside the Phoenix Temple. If anything happens to Emperor Holy Phoenix, one of the three will be able 

to obtain the inheritance!  

“Three people?” 

Yuan Feng frowned and said,’Nirvana inheritances will only choose one inheritor! Why are there three 

people guarding it?” 

“This …” 

 the cultivation of the Holy Phoenix Emperor has already reached the realm of a four star Holy King, ” 

the two eagle-winged warriors said awkwardly.  before this, she has already undergone Nirvana many 

times. She is very confident, so she did not choose an inheritor in advance!  

“I see!” 

Yuan Feng’s bright eyes narrowed, as if she had seen through everything.   call out your higher-ups, I 

have a way to solve the current predicament of Holy Phoenix City!  



 

 how … How is this possible?!  The two eagle-winged warriors could not understand. 

“Cut the crap! I’ll go immediately!” Yuan Feng’s brows furrowed and her eyes were filled with anger. She 

emitted an extremely majestic aura of a Phoenix. 

The Phoenix itself was a powerful deterrent to flying beasts. In addition to fan he’s high cultivation, the 

two eagle-winged warriors were instantly intimidated. 

Furthermore, a Phoenix was countless times more noble than two Falcons. 

If they angered Yuan Feng, even if they killed them, Holy Phoenix City wouldn’t even care. 

“O-okay … I’ll go now!” 

One of the eagle-winged warriors hurriedly turned around and flew back to the ancient parasol tree. 

The other eagle-winged warrior stood a distance away, watching Chen Xiaobei and the other two. 

“Yuanfeng, are you confident?” “Don’t try to outsmart them and get into a conflict with them …” Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

It was clear that this matter could not be interfered with by external forces. 

Chen Xiaobei was also worried that if he messed up, he would become enemies with Holy Phoenix City. 

It would be even more difficult to get the Phoenix’s relic! 

“Bro bei, don’t worry!” 

 I already know where the problem is, ” Yuan Feng said confidently.  I can give them a satisfactory 

answer. Besides, I might even be able to help them solve the problem completely!  

“Good! Then we’ll do as you say!” Chen Xiaobei was not a wishy-washy person, so he trusted Yuan Feng. 

After that … 

An old man in a five-colored brocade robe came out of Saint Phoenix City with a group of red-winged 

ghost chariot guards. He descended arrogantly in front of Chen Xiaobei and the other two. 

The eagle-winged warrior who had gone to report hurriedly and respectfully said, ”  first elder … This is 

the Phoenix Lord. She said that she has a way to solve our predicament!  

“Mm …” 

The great elder of the Holy Phoenix Clan responded indifferently. She squinted at Yuan Feng and said in 

disdain, ”  your bloodline isn’t bad, but it’s a pity that your cultivation is so weak. You’re a disgrace to 

the Phoenix tribe!  

It was obvious that Emperor Saint Phoenix was a four star Saint King. The great elder under her must be 

a Saint King as well. 

Compared to a Saint King, Yuan Feng was naturally extremely weak. 

Therefore, Yuan Feng had nothing to say to the great elder of the sacred Phoenix clan’s disdain, but she 

was faintly angry. 



 

“Speak! What can you do?” The great elder of the Holy Phoenix Clan said arrogantly,”hurry up!” I’m very 

busy!” 

Chen Xiaobei and fan he were not happy with what he said. 

Yuan Feng had come to help, but this great elder of the sacred Phoenix Clan had such an attitude. She 

simply didn’t know what was good for her! 

However, for the sake of the big picture, Yuan Feng suppressed her anger and said in a deep voice, ” 

“Emperor Holy Phoenix has failed to achieve Nirvana! However, because there is no suitable inheritor, 

she is struggling to hold on. She could reach her limit at any time and die from ascendance!” 

“Nonsense!” 

“The three princes of the Emperor of the Holy Phoenix are all waiting in the sacred Palace!” The great 

elder of the Holy Phoenix said angrily. They were the best inheritors! Do I still need to choose?” 

“Foolish!” 

“Who told you that blood relatives are the best inheritors?” Yuan Feng said seriously. 

 you … What do you mean by this?!  The great elder of the Holy Phoenix Clan was stunned, bewildered. 
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 “If I’m not wrong, the inheritance of the Holy Phoenix Emperor is more suitable for a female inheritor! If 

you pass it to your son, the effect will be greatly reduced!” 

Yuan Feng said,’let me make another guess. Right now, there must be many strong enemies in Saint 

Phoenix City! If the sacred Phoenix Emperor’s inheritance was greatly reduced, the entire sacred 

Phoenix City could be under the threat of a powerful enemy, or even be exterminated! Because of this, 

the Emperor of the sacred Phoenix would give up on his own son and struggle to find a better inheritor!” 

 this … This, this, this …  the great elder of the sacred Phoenix Clan was stunned and speechless. 

The old man’s eyes widened as he looked at Yuan Feng in shock. 

It was as if they were looking at a Divine Doctor Who had pointed out the root of the illness in Holy 

Phoenix City with just a few words. 

From the reaction of the great elder of the sacred Phoenix Clan, it could be seen that all of Yuan Feng’s 

speculations were correct. 

“We were careless … We were too careless …” 

The great elder of the sacred Phoenix Clan slapped his forehead and said with great self-blame, ” 

“Emperor Holy Phoenix has undergone Nirvana many times, and there has never been an accident! 

Including me, none of the higher-ups in the Holy Phoenix City thought that the Emperor would fail to 

reincarnate …” 
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“We all stubbornly believe that as long as the Nirvana inheritance does not appear, everything will go 

smoothly for the Emperor! I never would’ve thought that the emperor’s stubbornness in refusing to pass 

on the inheritance was actually for the sake of the entire clan!” 

At this point, the great elder of the sacred Phoenix sect’s attitude had completely changed, and he kept 

cupping his hands at Yuan Feng to apologize for his offense. 

“This old man was blind to have looked down on you … If it wasn’t for your words hitting the nail on the 

head, this old man and the higher-ups of Holy Phoenix City would still be stubbornly holding on to our 

inherent thoughts …” 

The great elder of the sacred Phoenix Clan had already realized his mistake. 

It was obvious that the great elder of the sacred Phoenix and all the higher-ups had fallen into a fixed 

mindset. 

They believed that Emperor Holy Phoenix would definitely pass on the inheritance to his own son. 

Therefore, as long as there was no Nirvana inheritance, it meant that the Holy Phoenix Emperor had not 

failed to achieve Nirvana. Everyone could just continue to wait. 

However, Emperor Holy Phoenix’s power structure was many levels higher than theirs. 

Just when they thought that the Emperor of the Holy Phoenix would not let his fertile water flow into 

others ‘fields, what he really considered was how to leave his inheritance to the most suitable person, 

so as to resist the strong enemy and protect the race! 

Therefore, Yuan Feng had pointed out the key point, which immediately made the great elder of the 

sacred Phoenix Clan feel ashamed and ashamed. 

“Alright, let’s cut the formalities!” 

Yuan Feng said, ” I’m also a member of the Phoenix tribe. Moreover, I can sense that the ancestor’s 

summoning is also from the Holy Phoenix City. This means that we’re of the same lineage. There’s no 

need to be polite!  

“Yes, yes, yes! We’re one family!” 

“Please lead the way!” Yuan Feng said. 

“Please! Please!” 

The great elder of the Holy Phoenix tribe grinned and nodded at Chen Xiaobei and fan he.  “The two 

young masters are also honored guests! Please come with me, I will treat you well!” 

Then, the great elder of the sacred Phoenix Clan called Yuan Feng and flew toward the ancient parasol 

tree. 

Fan he, who was following behind, couldn’t help but curse in a low voice, ”  this old man really changes 

his attitude faster than turning the pages of a book. He was still arrogant and rude just now, but in the 

blink of an eye, he’s so enthusiastic!  



 

“There’s another mystery to this!” Chen Xiaobei laughed. He was thinking much further than fan he. 

“Young master, please enlighten me!” Fan he looked at Chen Xiaobei curiously. 

“Yuan Feng just said that the most suitable inheritor for the Holy Phoenix Emperor is a woman!” 

 I’m afraid that there aren’t many female phoenixes in the city. Even if the Emperor chooses one by one 

in seven years, there should be a result by now!  

 you mean that all the female phoenixes in Holy Phoenix City are not suitable?!  Fan he said. 

“That’s right!” 

 that’s why!  Chen Xiaobei said.  the old man changed his attitude and wanted to bring Yuan Feng to the 

temple. He wanted to see if Yuan Feng was a suitable inheritor!  

“I understand!” 

“Yuan Feng just said that she might be able to solve the problem herself!” Fan he was very smart. 

“Right!” 

 it’s the Saint Phoenix!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” the primordial Phoenix’s ancestor came from Saint Phoenix 

City, and this ancestor is closely related to the Saint pan race! The point is, the primordial Phoenix was 

born from the ancestral Saint Pangu!” 

“There must be a connection between all of these, which allowed the primordial Phoenix to possess a 

special characteristic that the other Phoenix clans don’t have! Therefore, there’s a great possibility that 

Yuan Feng is the most suitable inheritor.” 

“Hahaha! No wonder the old man’s expression changed so drastically!” 

Fan he grinned, ” if Yuan Feng obtains the inheritance of the Holy Phoenix, she will become the next 

Holy Phoenix Emperor. That old man won’t dare to show any disrespect!  Yuan Feng’s net worth has 

skyrocketed, and so have the two of us!” 

The Phoenix Temple! 

Chen Xiaobei and fan he were outsiders, so they stayed outside. 

Yuan Feng followed the great elder into the temple. This proved that Chen Xiaobei’s speculation was 

correct. 

Once Yuan Feng obtained the inheritance, the overall situation would be settled. 

“Detestable! Where did this b * tch come from? how dare she say that we’re not the best inheritors!” 

However, at this moment, three luxuriously dressed figures walked out of the temple, cursing and 

swearing. They were obviously angry. 

Chen Xiaobei and fan he looked at each other and immediately knew who they were. 

That’s right! 



 

These three people were the three sons of Emperor Holy Phoenix! 

The eldest son, Feng Yang Wu, the second son, Feng yanchu, and the third son, Feng Chi Tian! 

The impact of Yuan Feng’s arrival on the three of them was self-evident! 

As his son, he had waited for seven years and was told that he wasn’t the best inheritor. This was a huge 

blow. 

Chen Xiaobei and fan he could understand their feelings, so they looked away and did not want to 

provoke them. 

However, the three grandmasters were full of anger and had no place to vent it. 

“What the hell are you two? Is the Phoenix Temple a place you can set foot in?” Feng Chitian bared his 

teeth as he closed in. It was as if the flames of anger were about to burst out from his eyes. 

This youngest son had always been doted on by the Emperor of the sacred Phoenix. He had a bad 

temper and did not put ordinary people in his eyes. 

Soon after, Fengyang Wu and Fengyan city also approached. 

These two older brothers didn’t intend to stop their younger brother. Instead, they acted as if they were 

supporting their younger brother. 

Obviously, the three of them were worried that Yuan Feng would become the next emperor of the Holy 

Phoenix. So, they did not dare to provoke her. They were holding back their anger and wanted to vent it 

on the two outsiders, Chen Xiaobei and fan he! 

“We are Yuan Feng’s friends! The great elder invited us here!” Fan he took a step forward and spoke in a 

tone that was neither servile nor overbearing. 

“So you’re that b * tch’s friends! You deserve to die as well!” Feng Chi Tian gritted his teeth and roared. 

“Third brother!” “Mind your words!” Fengyang Wu said in a deep voice. Do not offend the future 

emperor!” 

“A future emperor?” 

Feng Chitian said angrily, ” she better be able to obtain mother’s inheritance. Otherwise, I’ll make sure 

she’ll have to bear the consequences!  And these two ants will also be ruthlessly trampled to death by 

me!” 

As he spoke, Feng Chitian glared at Chen Xiaobei and fan he, his eyes filled with killing intent! 

Without a doubt, Feng Chitian and his two brothers were both one star Saint Kings. In their eyes, Chen 

Xiaobei and fan he were like two ants! 

When fan he heard this, he couldn’t help but swallow his saliva. He didn’t dare to reply. 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei turned to look at Feng Chitian and asked coldly, ” “You, who are you going to 

stomp to death?” 
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4157 Let’s just go together! 

“Ant! What kind of expression is that! I’m going to stomp you to death! Aren’t you going to kneel down 

and beg for mercy?” 

Feng Chi Tian was extremely arrogant and despotic. 

In his eyes, Chen Xiaobei and fan he were pitifully weak. In the face of his anger, they should 

immediately admit defeat and beg for mercy. 

However, not only did Chen Xiaobei have no intention of giving in, he even questioned Feng Chitian with 

a cold face. 

This made Feng Chitian feel that he had been greatly provoked, and even humiliated. 

He was an intermediate-stage one star Saint King, the most beloved son of Emperor Saint Phoenix, but 

he couldn’t even intimidate an ant. 

His arrogance and self-righteousness made him feel extremely humiliated. 

His already burning anger directly soared to the critical point of explosion. 

“Young master …” 

Feeling Feng Chitian’s extreme anger, fan he’s heart palpitated as he hurriedly tried to persuade him, ” 

“A man knows when to yield and when to stretch. We don’t have to go against Feng Chitian in Saint 

Phoenix City! Just give in and it’ll be over …” 

Fan he trusted Chen Xiaobei and knew that Chen Xiaobei had the ability to go against a one star Holy 

King. 

However, fan he was even more clear that this was the Holy Phoenix City! 

It was nothing to deal with a one star Saint King, but behind this Saint King was a giant force comparable 

to the nine mystical city of the southern region! 

Once they shed all pretenses of cordiality, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

“I don’t want to cause trouble, but I’m not afraid of trouble!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not listen to fan he’s advice at all. Instead, he said in an overbearing manner, 

”  I’m standing here. If someone wants to step on me, I’ll step on them one hundred percent!  

 this …  fan he’s face turned green. 

She tried to persuade him, but Chen Xiaobei did not listen to a word she said. 

Ever since he had started following Chen Xiaobei, fan he had been through many life and death 

situations. Although he managed to survive each time, his heart could not take it. 

“Whoosh …” 
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As expected, fan he’s worry came true. Feng Chitian immediately released a terrifying amount of Saint 

Qi. 

In an instant, it was as if a trillion volcanoes had erupted. Heaven and earth turned into the color of lava 

and churned endlessly, as if it was going to burn everything! 

It was obvious that Feng Chitian was used to being arrogant and domineering. 

He looked like he would not stop until he killed Chen Xiaobei. His killing intent was very strong and 

violent! 

“Third brother! Don’t mess around!” 

However, at this time, Fengyang Wu and Feng yanchu walked over and dissuaded him, ” “As the saying 

goes, you have to look at the owner before hitting the dog! These two ants are related to that bitch 

Yuan Feng. If we really trample them to death, we won’t have a good life in the future!” 

“Beating a dog?” 

The moment these words were spoken, even fan he was filled with anger. 

Chen Xiaobei, who was already pissed off, was even more furious now. 

“Little brat! What’s with that expression?” 

“I just saved your life, why aren’t you kowtowing and thanking me?” Fengyang Wu said disdainfully. You 

actually dare to stare at me! You stupid thing!” 

Feng yanchu also said coldly,”little ant!” Don’t think that you can do whatever you want just because 

Yuan Feng is protecting you. She may not be able to obtain her mother’s inheritance! If you don’t admit 

defeat now, you won’t even have time to cry Later!” 

Although Feng Yang Wu and Feng yanchu had stopped Feng Chitian from attacking, they were just like 

him. They hated Yuan Feng from the bottom of their hearts and did not even take Chen Xiaobei 

seriously. 

If Yuan Feng became the next sacred Phoenix Emperor, the three of them could more or less restrain 

themselves. 

However, if Yuan Feng could not get the inheritance, the three of them would have nothing to worry 

about. They would definitely kill Chen Xiaobei. 

And he would make sure that Chen Xiaobei died a horrible death. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

At the same time, Feng Chitian’s Saint Origin Energy had attracted the attention of many experts. 

In an instant, more than 20 Saint Kings appeared in the surroundings. 

 what’s going on?!  

Even the great elder of the temple ran out in a hurry.  what’s with the commotion?!  



 

“Oh, it’s nothing. Third brother didn’t like these two ants and was about to fight, but I stopped him!” 

Fengyang Wu acted like a big brother, trying his best to show off his excellence in front of the higher-

ups. 

“Your Highness, the third Prince! Don’t mess around!” 

 yes!  the great elder hurriedly said, ” the inheritance in the hall has already reached a critical moment. 

We can’t afford to cause any more trouble!  If it affects the inheritance, I’m afraid that our Holy Phoenix 

City will be completely destroyed!” 

“Hmph! Don’t try to scare me!” Feng Chi Tian’s face was filled with an unconvinced expression. 

However, after hearing that the inheritance was in progress, Feng Chitian didn’t dare to continue to act 

rashly and secretly withdrew his Saint Origin Energy. 

After all, once the inheritance was successful, Yuan Feng would become the master of Saint Phoenix 

City. 

At the same time, Feng Yang Wu and Feng yanchu’s expressions were extremely unsightly. They hoped 

from the bottom of their hearts that Yuan Feng would fail. 

Once Yuan Feng succeeded, they would completely lose the chance to obtain the inheritance. They 

would probably never be able to reach the height of their birth mother in their lifetime. 

What made them even more displeased was that they had to be Yuan Feng’s subjects for the rest of 

their lives. 

“Chi …” 

However, at this moment, a blazing light that reached the sky suddenly shot out from the temple. 

In the blink of an eye, the illusory flames engulfed the entire ancient parasol tree. It was as if the entire 

space was burning. 

This spectacular scene was full of visual impact. It could be seen clearly even from billions of miles away. 

 the inheritance has begun …  fan he said excitedly, ”  as long as Yuan Feng succeeds, we’ll be completely 

safe!  

It was obvious that vanhe Ben was still very afraid of Feng Chi Tian. 

Only when Yuan Feng successfully obtained the inheritance could he completely suppress Feng Chitian 

and be completely safe. 

“Little ant! You’re lucky!” 

Feng Chitian glared at Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “If you weren’t hiding behind a woman, this young 

master will definitely make you die without a burial place!” 

“I will not hide behind anyone!” 

 you want to kill me? ” Chen Xiaobei said, ” if you want to kill me, I promise you that I’ll fight you to the 

death in front of everyone!  



 

“What!” 

Feng Chitian’s expression froze for a moment, and he immediately became excited, ” “Little brat! Are 

you an idiot? A duel to the death? You and me? Hahaha … Too stupid! This is the stupidest joke I have 

ever heard! Hahaha …” 

The 20 Saint Kings, including the first elder, were all surprised. 

Immediately after, the expressions on their faces turned into sneers and disdain. 

What they were shocked about was that a mere four-star true Saint wanted to have a life-and-death 

duel with a one-star Saint King! 

What they were mocking was that Chen Xiaobei did not know his place and was extremely stupid! 

At the same time, Feng Yang Wu and Feng yanchu also sneered, ” “I’m afraid this kid’s brain is filled with 

sh * t! He actually made such a stupid request!” 

Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ” “You two have quite a bit of resentment, why don’t you just come at me 

together!” 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 
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 “What? You’re asking us to attack together?” 

When Fengyang Wu and Feng yanchu heard this, their eyes opened as wide as a bull’s. They couldn’t 

believe their ears. 

“That’s right! I want to fight three!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed. 

“Numbed! A mere ant wanted to take on three of them? Who do you think we are? Is this a 

decoration?” 

In an instant, the disdain in Fengyang Wu and Fengyan Chu’s hearts turned into extreme rage. 

One had to know that one of them was a late-stage one star Saint King, while the other was a peak one 

star Saint King. 

Chen Xiaobei’s challenge was already a great humiliation to them. 

Not to mention, Chen Xiaobei wanted them to attack him together! 

This wasn’t just looking down on them, he was simply looking down on them! 

To be humiliated in front of so many people, if they didn’t regain their face, it would become a stain in 

their life! 

Absolutely, absolutely, absolutely not! 
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“What a pretentious kid! How dare he humiliate the three princes! Who can’t?” 

“My three princes! Accept his challenge and crush him with a finger! Let him know that the Holy Phoenix 

tribe can not be humiliated!” 

“Fight! The three princes! He had to accept the battle! Otherwise, outsiders will think that our Holy 

Phoenix City is easy to bully!” 

 fight! Fight! Fight!  

At the same time, the 20 Saint Kings around them started to shout. 

In their eyes, Chen Xiaobei was a super poser! 

Just because he was friends with Yuan Feng, he didn’t put the Prince of Saint Phoenix City in his eyes! 

To everyone, Chen Xiaobei’s provocation and humiliation of the three princes was the same as 

humiliating the entire Saint Phoenix City! 

All of a sudden, almost everyone was urging for a fight! 

“Stop it!” 

However, at this moment, the first elder hurriedly ran over and stood between the two sides, who were 

at daggers drawn. He advised, ” “Master Yuanfeng has already begun to accept the inheritance! Aren’t 

you afraid that master Yuanfeng will blame you for having a falling out with her?” 

It was obvious that these words were meant for the three princes and the crowd. 

The great elder had looked down on Chen Xiaobei from the very beginning. 

In the Grand elder’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei would die if they continued to fight. 

At that time, when Yuan Feng investigated, the three princes and the people around them would have 

to bear the consequences. Even he, the great elder, would not have a good end. 

At the end of the day, the great elder did not come out to stop him for Chen Xiaobei’s sake, but to 

prevent Yuan Feng from blaming him. 

“Whoosh …” 

However, at this moment, the blazing light that burst out from the Holy Temple suddenly dimmed as if 

there was a power outage. It quickly extinguished completely. 

 what’s going on?!  

For a moment, everyone revealed extremely nervous and uneasy expressions. 

The inheritance of the Holy Phoenix Emperor had ended so quickly? 

That’s impossible … 

Everyone was stunned and looked at the gate of the temple. 

Everyone fell silent, no longer daring to make a loud noise. They didn’t even dare to breathe. 



 

Finally … 

Under everyone’s gaze, Yuan Feng slowly walked out of the hall. 

However, in the next second, the scene exploded again. 

 this b * tch didn’t obtain the Saint Phoenix’s Nirvana inheritance!  

Feng Chitian was the first one to shout,”she failed!” Her cultivation was still pitifully weak! She failed!” 

As soon as she said that, the 20 Saint Kings around her started to point at Yuan Feng and sneer at her. 

“I knew it! How could a weak outsider be more outstanding than the female Phoenix in Holy Phoenix 

City? As expected, I failed!” 

“There’s no suspense at all in this kind of thing! There’s no need to let her enter the temple from the 

start!” 

“That’s right! The Holy Palace is so sacred and majestic, and it’s blasphemy against the Holy Phoenix 

totem to be defiled by this ant!” 

…… 

In the midst of the crowd’s disdainful sneers, the great elder’s face once again turned as if he was 

flipping through a book, revealing a cold expression. 

At this moment, the first elder looked at Yuan Feng as if he was looking at an ant. 

Chen Xiaobei and fan he, on the other hand, were not even comparable to ants in the Grand elder’s 

eyes. They were just two tiny specks of dust. 

Yuan Feng’s face was dark. She bit her lips and walked back to Chen Xiaobei with her head lowered. 

“What’s going on?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“I don’t know either …” 

Yuan Feng’s brows were tightly knitted.  at first, I had a spiritual connection with the Emperor. It caused 

a huge phenomenon … But the phenomenon ended very quickly. There was no sign of inheritance at all 

… I’m sorry to disappoint you, brother bei …  she said. 

“You don’t have to blame yourself!”  don’t worry!  Chen Xiaobei comforted.  there might be other ways 

to solve this!  

Yuan Feng pursed her lips and said nothing. 

Obviously, she was very clear that her failure would bring about a situation that could not be resolved. 

It was not as simple as being ridiculed and rolled their eyes at. 

If it was not handled well, it would be a disaster! 

“Bro bei …” 

Fan he gulped down his saliva, his face had turned pale white. Because, the calamity had arrived. 



 

“Little ant! Weren’t you very arrogant just now?” 

 now, Yuan Feng, that b * tch, has failed, ” Feng Yang Wu said sarcastically.  do you still dare to say that 

you want to fight three people again? ” 

“Big brother, you’re wrong!” 

Feng yanchu grinned hideously,”a man must keep his word!” Regardless of whether he dared to repeat 

it or not, they had to fight to the death! Of course, if he kneels on the ground and admits that he’s not a 

man, then forget it!” 

“Hahaha … Second brother is right!” 

“Little ant!” Feng Chitian said happily. We are very kind! As long as you admit that you’re not a man, 

then kneel down and kowtow a hundred times! You can keep your cheap life! Hahaha …” 

Obviously, the three of them did not believe that Chen Xiaobei would dare to take on three of them at 

once. 

In their eyes, Chen Xiaobei only dared to show off because he had Yuan Feng’s support. 

But now, Yuan Feng had been completely defeated and couldn’t get the Holy Phoenix inheritance at all. 

Chen Xiaobei did not have anything to brag about. 

Other than admitting defeat, there was only death left. 

“Hahaha …” 

At the same time, the 20 Saint Kings around him laughed.  “Little brat! This is what you get for 

humiliating the Holy Phoenix City! Now, I’ll return this humiliation to you with interest!” 

It was obvious that everyone was waiting to see Chen make a fool of himself. 

The great elder did not say a word. He did not care about Chen Xiaobei’s life. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei took a step forward, his head held high, showing no signs of backing down. 

Under everyone’s surprised gazes, Chen Xiaobei continued to speak. 

“Fighting three might not be enough, but anyone below two star Saint King, come at me all at once! Of 

course, if those two-star and above want to attack together, I can take them all in!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4159: One against eighteen! 

4159 One against eighteen! 

“Numbed! You’re simply tired of living! I gave you a way out, but you didn’t take it, you shameless thing! 

Since you want to die, this young master will fulfill your wish!” 

Feng Chi Tian bared his teeth and roared. 
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He had an arrogant and domineering personality, and he had just been angered by Chen Xiaobei. 

He had thought that Chen Xiaobei would have no one to rely on after Yuan Feng’s defeat. 

However, not only did Chen Xiaobei not know how to write the word ‘Yi’, but he also felt that one 

against three was too few. So, he went even further and challenged even more people! 

This was obviously adding oil to the fire, causing Feng Chitian’s anger that had already reached the 

critical point to completely erupt! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In an instant, Saint Origin Energy burst out from Feng Chitian’s body again. 

It was as if a trillion volcanoes had erupted. The heavens and earth turned into the color of lava and 

churned endlessly, as if it was going to burn everything. 

This time, Feng Chitian was completely enraged, and it was useless no matter who tried to persuade 

him. 

Moreover, everyone, including the great elder, saw Chen Xiaobei as an ant. No one would stop him. 

In fact, most of them were looking forward to seeing Chen Xiaobei die. 

At the same time, fan he and Yuan Feng had lost all hope. With their abilities, there was nothing they 

could do to help. All they could do was hide behind Chen Xiaobei. 

“Ancestral Saint, open the chaos!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei took a step forward, his body filled with a boiling fighting spirit. 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: early stage one star Saint King. Lifespan: 400 billion years! [ physical 

body: xxxxx! ] [ combat power: xxxxx! ] Primordial spirit attack-peak true sage level! 

In the blink of an eye, 100 billion years of his lifespan had been exhausted. 

Chen Xiaobei stepped into the fake Saint King realm. 

 ancestor Saint, twelve blood essence Holy rings!  

Chen Xiaobei then activated Saint Pan’s ability. 

In an instant, the twelve blood-red Dharma forms appeared behind Chen Xiaobei, forming a Holy Ring 

that was as large as the sun. 

“Whoosh!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s body appeared in front of daofeng Chitian as if he had teleported. 

Feng Chitian didn’t even have time to react. 

“Pa!!!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his hand and slapped him. 



 

“Argh …” 

Feng Chitian let out a blood-curdling screech like a pig being slaughtered. His entire body seemed to 

have fallen off as he flew out, spinning, and heavily fell several hundred meters away. 

The huge force even knocked down the people in its path. The square of the Holy sanctum was torn 

apart and large buildings were razed to the ground. 

Fortunately, most of the power had landed on Feng Chitian’s face. 

If Feng Chi Tian’s face didn’t receive it, the power of this slap could probably crush half of Saint Phoenix 

City. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

The scene in front of them gave everyone a strong visual and mental shock. 

Just a second ago, they were still treating Chen Xiaobei like an ant, waiting to see him get killed. 

At this second, it was as if they had seen a living ghost. They were dumbfounded and dazed, unable to 

believe their eyes. 

“Isn’t that kid a four star true divine? Why did he suddenly reveal his strength as a Saint King? Isn’t he 

hiding too deeply?” 

“This isn’t just a simple Saint King’s power! Although he was an early-stage one star Saint King, this kid’s 

strength and speed were tens of thousands of times better than the third Prince’s! It’s simply 

unbelievable!” 

“We’ve underestimated him! This kid isn’t just acting cool, he’s really f * cking awesome!” 

All of a sudden, the surrounding people exclaimed in shock. 

 Oh my God … Who the hell is this kid …  the great elder’s expression changed as he looked at Chen. 

Surprise, shock, astonishment … 

From this moment on, the great elder would no longer see Chen Xiaobei as an ant. 

He even began to suspect that Chen Xiaobei’s identity was extraordinary. 

“Little bastard! Do you think you’re so great just because you hid some of your strength? Acting like a 

pig to eat a Tiger won’t work on me!” 

But at this moment, the second Prince, Feng yanchu, rushed out. 

The great elder hesitated but did not say anything. He could not see through Chen Xiaobei, so he 

decided to wait and see. 

“Cut the crap! Those who want to fight me, just come over together!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not care about Feng yanchu at all. Instead, he looked at everyone around him coldly. 



 

One had to know that although opening the primal Chaos realm allowed one to step into the Saint King 

realm, it could only be maintained for a very short time. 

With a lifespan of 100 billion years, he could only maintain the false realm of an early-stage one star 

Saint King for about 30 seconds. 

More than ten seconds had passed. 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste any more time on Fengyan Chu, so he challenged everyone to a 

battle. He wanted to establish his dominance and control the situation! 

“Hmph, you’re merely an early-stage one star Saint King. Even if you’re ten thousand times stronger 

than those of the same level, you’re still far from being my match! Why would I need someone else to 

do it?” 

Feng yanchu’s cultivation had reached the middle-stage of one star Saint King. 

He thought that he was one minor realm higher than Chen Xiaobei, and that was enough to crush him. 

“Second brother! Don’t underestimate the enemy!” 

However, at this moment, the first Prince, Fengyang Wu, also rushed out and shouted, ” “Just now, third 

brother underestimated this kid and suffered a great loss! We can’t make the same mistake again!” 

 this …  Feng yanchu was stunned for a moment, then couldn’t help but nod. 

Clearly, they were still considered intelligent. 

He had looked down on Chen Xiaobei and was slapped in the face by Chen Xiaobei. 

Now, they knew that Chen Xiaobei was not just a pretentious prick who only knew how to talk. He was a 

true Holy King or Emperor-level powerhouse. 

If Chen Xiaobei was still hiding something and Feng yanchu charged at him alone, he would be at a huge 

disadvantage. 

“Everyone, listen to me!” 

As the first Prince, Fengyang Wu raised his arm and called out, ” “Didn’t this brat say that anyone under 

two star Saint King is considered one? Let’s fulfill his wish! I’ll let him know the power of our Holy 

Phoenix City!” 

It was obvious that the first Prince, Fengyang Wu, was not only intelligent, but also very cautious. 

Once he did, he would definitely kill Chen Xiaobei! 

All the one star Holy Kings attacked together, not giving Chen Xiaobei any chance to escape! 

“Good! We’ll listen to the first Prince!” 

The crowd had long disliked Chen Xiaobei, so they agreed. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 



 

16 of the 20 Saint Kings rushed out. 

In addition to Feng Yang Wu and Feng yanchu, there were a total of 18 one star Saint Kings. 

A small half of them had reached the late-stage one star Saint King realm. Fengyang Wu had even 

reached the peak of one star Saint King realm. 

“Little brat! A battle of the same level, one against eighteen! Let’s see how many more waves you can 

make!” Fengyang Wu revealed a sinister smile. 

“Boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …” 

Then, the Saint Origin Energy of the 18 one star Saint Kings all burst out. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4160: All of them exploded! 

4160 All of them exploded! 

Among the 18 one star Saint Kings, almost half of them were one or two small realms higher than Chen 

Xiaobei. Fengyang Wu was even three small realms higher than Chen Xiaobei. 

In an instant, the entire space was enveloped by eighteen different-colored flames. 

Endless light shone in all directions. The entire ancient parasol tree was like a dazzling ball of light, 

overflowing with brilliant colors and dazzling. 

At the same time, the Phoenix’s saintly might enveloped them. 

The billions of birds living in the ancient parasol tree were all shocked and prostrated on the ground, 

trembling. 

Without a doubt, these eighteen Emperor-level phoenixes were an extremely terrifying fighting force 

and the future of the entire Saint Phoenix City. 

And now, Chen Xiaobei was all alone, facing all of them! 

This battle was a battle for the entire Holy Phoenix City! 

“Little bastard! Accept your death!” 

Fengyang Wu roared as he sent out his Saint Qi. 

At the same time, all the Saint Kings in the surroundings also used their Saint Origin Energy. 

These Saint Qi energies came from the same source and were perfectly compatible with each other. 

When they were activated at the same time, they would support each other greatly. 

This was especially true for Fengyang Wu’s Saint Origin Energy. It had been reinforced by the seventeen 

Saint origin energies around him, and its destructive power had been greatly increased. It could 

definitely crush anyone at the same cultivation level. 

On top of that, the other 17 traces of Saint Origin Energy would support each other and be like 

wingmen, which would also be very destructive. 
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In summary, the joint attack of these eighteen Saint King level phoenixes could be said to be invincible 

among those of the same level! 

This was also the reason why Fengyang Wu wanted everyone to attack together. 

Fengyang Wu was very cautious. He was worried that Chen Xiaobei was still hiding something and that 

he would not be able to win by himself. So, he asked everyone to attack together and use their strongest 

attack. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei was not a two star Holy King, Fengyang Wu would be able to win! 

Seeing this scene, the great elder couldn’t help but show a look of praise and finally let out a sigh of 

relief.  “The first Prince truly is the most outstanding of the younger generation! This time, that brat is 

dead for sure!” 

The remaining four two to three-star Saint Kings also nodded in agreement with first elder’s judgment. 

However, in the next second, all of them were completely dumbfounded. 

 Pangu Mahayana true body!!!  

 Pangu’s power!  Chen Xiaobei shouted, fully activating his Pangu special power. 

As the eastern Emperor Bell rang, the true spirit of Pangu’s primordial spirit appeared. Chen Xiaobei’s 

Dharmakaya left his body and transformed into the colors of the sun, moon, and stars. His pseudo-realm 

was forcibly raised by one small realm. 

“Whoosh …” 

The blood-colored swastika Buddhist seal manifested, and his small realm rose by another small realm. 

“Chi …” 

Pangu’s life force was revealed, and his cultivation level rose for the third time, reaching the same level 

as Fengyang Wu, a peak one-star Saint King. 

“Heavens! This kid is indeed hiding his strength!” 

Seeing this scene, the surrounding people couldn’t help but exclaim. 

“Fortunately, the first Prince had the foresight. Otherwise, the second Prince would be either dead or 

crippled!” 

 thanks to the first Prince, we can definitely crush those of the same level if we join forces!  

“Although that brat has hidden himself very well, our first Prince is one move ahead of him. He’s dead 

for sure!” 

Although the crowd was surprised by Chen Xiaobei’s sudden increase in power, they were still confident 

that they would win. 

Fengyang Wu and Feng yanchu grinned evilly, looking at Chen Xiaobei as if he was a dead man. 

 one Qi … Three purities!!!  



 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei growled. 

Words of law! 

In the next moment, an extremely terrifying change suddenly erupted in front of everyone! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

No one could have imagined that Chen Xiaobei’s shining celestial body would split into three in an 

instant! 

Not only that, but even the huge blood wheel behind the practicing body was also divided into three! 

In this way, there were 36 Dharma images of the ancestral sorcerers, three blood-red swastika Buddhist 

seals, and three blood-red Pangu’s Natal aura! 

However, at this moment, the three streams of Pan Gu’s original life force had turned into the Three 

Pure Ones! 

In the middle was the mark of Pangu Shangqing, which turned into Chen Xiaobei’s Shangqing 

Dharmakaya! 

On the right was the mark of Pangu’s Tai Qing, which turned into Chen Xiaobei’s Tai Qing celestial body! 

On the left was the mark of Pangu Yuqing, which turned into Chen Xiaobei’s Yuqing Dharmakaya! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

The Three Pure Ones waved their hands, and three blood-red Holy rings went up directly. 

 Boom Boom … Boom Boom … Boom Boom …  

With a series of violent explosions, the 18 rays of Saint Origin Energy were all blocked by the blood-red 

Holy Ring and could not touch the three purities celestial body at all. 

 my God … This … How is this possible!?  

Seeing this scene, everyone around was completely dumbfounded. 

“What kind of freak is that kid? You can actually block all of our attacks?” Fengyang Wu’s face turned 

green. 

He thought that he was careful enough and had planned everything out. 

But in the end, Chen Xiaobei was not even hurt. 

“Isn’t … Isn’t this kid a peak Saint King? Why was his defense so insane? Even if we can’t hurt him with 

our full power, we should be able to break one or two blood-red Holy rings …” 

At the same time, Feng yanchu and the eighteen one star Saint Kings were all dumbfounded. 

They were so confident that they would win, but not only did they not hurt Chen Xiaobei, they did not 

even hurt the blood-red Holy Ring. 

The gap! 



 

They were both at the peak of the true sage realm, but the gap between them was so huge that it was 

impossible to make up for it! 

And they thought that they were invincible if they joined forces. 

They finally understood what it meant to be invincible in front of Chen Xiaobei’s Three Pure Ones! 

This face-smacking was simply explosive! 

 retreat … Everyone, retreat!  

While everyone was still in shock, the great elder shouted hysterically. 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei’s anger would not dissipate so easily. 

The battle was far from over! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

Before the great elder could finish his sentence, Chen Xiaobei’s Three Pure Ones Dharmakaya had 

already charged toward the Holy Kings. 

Pa pa pa … Pa pa pa … 

In the next moment, a loud slap was heard! 

The three purities Dharmakaya split into three groups and slapped each of the Saint Kings one by one, 

sending them flying everywhere. 

Just like Feng Chitian, they were sent flying one after another. Their teeth were all shattered, and they 

fell to the ground, unconscious. 

The huge impact even smashed the entire holy temple beyond recognition. 

In an instant, only Fengyang Wu and Feng yanchu were left of the eighteen Saint Kings. 

The Three Pure Ones Dharmakaya surrounded him. 

Feng yanchu was scared out of his wits. He knelt on the ground and begged, ” “Senior, please spare me 

… Please spare me … I won’t do it again …” 

“Chi …” 

On the other hand, Fengyang Wu was calm. His body flickered and he transformed into a Phoenix. He 

flapped his wings and soared into the sky, trying to escape. 

“You want to escape? Stop dreaming!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s Shangqing Dharmakaya raised his hand and snapped his fingers. 


